Progressive aphasia with Lewy bodies.
Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) may include both Alzheimer and Lewy body pathology, but has never been reported to cause primary progressive aphasia. We report a 69-year-old woman who died 11 years after presenting with the syndrome of progressive aphasia. Six years after aphasia onset she developed visual hallucinations, and subsequently parkinsonism. Autopsy examination revealed Alzheimer's disease (AD), cortical Lewy bodies, and depigmentation and Lewy bodies in the substantia nigra and locus ceruleus. The aphasia most likely reflected the initial onset of AD, and the psychosis and parkinsonism most likely reflected the subsequent onset of Lewy body pathology. This first reported case of progressive aphasia occurring within the context of AD and Lewy body pathology uniquely illustrates the clinical and pathological nosological relationships between these two disease processes, and demonstrates a limitation of the general term, 'DLB'.